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ridges or grooves [figure 24C in (5)]. This unit

rials [figures 8 in (4) and 6C in (7)]. Dark

is a subdivision of larger, more complex geo-

material is interpreted to be areas of increased

morphologic regions called tesserae (23, 26)

smoothness due to deposition of fine material.

and has formed by complex deformation (5).

(vi) Linear faceted material occurs in groups of

(ii) Ridged terrain occurs at high elevations

lineations, typically extending for <100 km

(>1 km above mean planetary radius) and is

[figure 8 in (4)]. This unit may represent sand

characterized by long (>100 km) ridges and

dunes (4).

valleys that are commonly cut by shorter

Initial analysis of Magellan data has re-

grooves and ridges. Both linear and equidi-

vealed the complex nature of volcanic and

mensional ridged terrains are seen (Fig. 3).

tectonic processes that have affected the

The mountains are interpreted to have

planet's surface. Unexpected initial results

formed from compressional deformation, fol-

include the great variety of volcanic land-

lowed in some areas by extension (5). Two

forms, the intensity of tectonic processes,

types of linear belts, typically 30 to 50 km

and the oufflow features associated with

wide (23), have been identified on the basis of

impact craters. Further analysis and map-

the dominant tectonic feature. (iii) Ridge

ping to obtain a global understanding of the

belts, a large group of which are found in

geologic history of Venus, and detailed

Lavinia Planitia [figure 6 in (5)] are common-

comparisons with geologic processes on

ly cut by grooves. Ridges tend to lie in belts

other planets (including Earth) are ongoing.

of high radar cross section that is attributed to
increased roughness resulting from tectonic

disruption. Ridge belts tend to extend for

hundreds of kilometers and to have relief of 1
km or less. They are interpreted to be compressional in origin; some are cut by later

episodes of extensional deformation (5). (iv)
Groove belts are belts of linear structures

dominated by grooves typically spaced 5 to
20 km apart [figure 37C in (5)]. The belts are
associated with areas of raised topographic

relief, typically higher than in ridge belts. The
grooves are interpreted to be local extensional
features over areas of compression (5).

Magellan data have revealed a number of
surficial material units not previously identified,

with the exception of crater materials: (i) Crater materials are deposits located within and
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surrounding craters and are characterized by

high radar cross sections [figure 1A in (7)].
Material surrounding craters generally has lobate boundaries and a hummocky appearance,
and is interpreted to be of impact origin (7). (ii)

Channel materials are generally sinuous with a
low radar backscatter cross section. Channels
are 1 to 3 km across, are located in plains and
highland regions [figure 17A in (6)], and are
interpreted to be lava channels or sinuous riles

(6). (iii) Bright lobate surficial materials have
variable radar cross section and are contiguous with crater materials. They extend from
50 to 200 km; their emplacement tends to be
topographically controlled (Fig. 4). These
units are interpreted to result from outflow of
highly fluid material, probably volcanic in ori-

Fundamental Issues in the Geology and

Geophysics of Venus
SEAN C. SOLOMON AND JAMES W. HEAD
A number of important and currently unresolved issues in the global geology and
geophysics of Venus will be addressable with the radar imaging, altimetry, and gravity
measurements now forthcoming from the Magellan nimission. Among these are the global
volcanic flux and the rate of formation of new crust; the global heat flux and its regional
variations; the relative importance of localized hot spots and linear centers of crustal
spreading to crustal formation and tectonics; and the planform of mantle convection on

Venus and the nature of the interactions among interior convective flow, near-surface
deformation, and magtnatism.

gin, caused by the craterng process (7). (iv)
Bright material (high radar cross section) appears to be contiguous with ridges or small
domical hills in many areas or appears as long
(>100 km) linear units. Some bright areas

O NE OF THREE DISTINCT MECHA-

lithospheric plates (as on Earth), (ii) hot-

nisms dominates global heat trans-

spot volcanism (as on Jo), or (iii) simple

port across the lithosphere (1) of

conduction through a globally continuous
lithospheric shell (as on the smaller terrestri-

solid planets and satellites: (i) recycling of

have a feathered appearance [figure 8 in (4)]

al planets). The mechanism of lithospheric

and are interpreted to be regions of increased

heat transport on a planet is fundamentally

surface roughness created by deposition or
removal of material by wind. (v) Many regions
contain circular or elongate, dark diffulse mate252
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linked to its tectonic and volcanic evolution.

The dominant lithospheric heat transport
mechanism on Venus-the planet most sim-
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ilar to Earth in terms of mass, radius, and

data may help to resolve these issues.

also displays prominent long-wavelength

bulk composition-has been a matter for

Global geological processes and tecton-

variations in gravity (Fig. IB) that, in striking contrast to those on Earth, are strongly

debate since the Pioneer Venus mission (2,

ic patterns. Exploration of Venus by the

3), but results from the subsequent Venera

United States and the Soviet Union before

correlated with long-wavelength topogra-

and Vega missions and from Earth-based

the Magellan mission has provided sufficient

phy (2, 6).

radar imaging have restricted the potential

data to characterize the nature and distribu-

The density of impact craters and basins

contributions from the first two mecha-

tion of regional geological structures and

on Venus is considerably less than on the

nisms. Less well understood are the pro-

deposits over approximately 45% of the

smaller terrestrial planets, the moon, Mars,

cesses by which chemically distinct crust

surface imaged at a resolution of 1 to 4 km

and Mercury, which have surfaces formed

formed on Venus, the characteristics and

and has revealed the long-wavelength to-

largely in the first half of solar system histo-

ry. On the 45% of the surface of Venus seen

planform of its mantle convection, and the

pography over about 90% of the surface.

nature of the interaction of mantle convec-

Elevations on Venus have a unimodal distri-

by Earth-based and orbital radar, the density

tive flow with the overlying lithosphere. In

bution (4) in contrast to the bimodal distri-

of craters interpreted to be of impact origin
and greater than about 8 km in diameter is

order to place the new information received

bution of elevations on Earth; 80% of Ve-

from the Magellan spacecraft in context with

nus' surface consists of plains at elevations

about 1 per 106 km2. The size-frequency

respect to these questions, we synthesize

within 1 km of the modal value (5). The

distribution of these craters is generally in-

what is known about the geophysical work-

dominant topographic features are the equa-

terpreted to represent an age of less than

ings of Venus, highlight the most important

torial highlands, flanking mid-latitude lows,

about 109 years (7). No large multi-ringed

unresolved issues, and discuss how Magellan

and high-latitude uplands (Fig. IA). Venus

impact basins with diameters in excess of
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160 km have been identified from Venera or

imately 20 to 30 coronae have been mapped

and magnitude of the implied horizontal

Arecibo images, consistent with such an age.

in the area of Venera 15-16 imaging (17),

motions, the extent of recycling of crust into
the mantle during episodes of active conver-

The average age of the surface of Venus ap-

and although there may be an age sequence

pears, on this basis, to be much younger than

on the basis of morphology and apparent

gence, the evolution of orogenic belts once

those of the smaller terrestrial planetary bodies

stage of development (18), specific ages and

convergence and underthrusting cease, and

but somewhat older than that of Earth (8).

the distribution of those coronae recently or

the nature and distribution of regions that

The formation of sediment and its ero-

even currently active has not been deter-

were products of mountain building earlier

sion, transport, and redeposition are

mined. Volcanism is also concentrated in

in geological history. Smaller but possibly

thought to be much less important on Ve-

broad topographic rises 1000 to 3000 km in

analogous features in plains regions are the

nus than on Earth or even the other terres-

diameter (Fig. IC), predominantly in and

ridge belts, linear deformational features up

trial planets. The dense Venus atmosphere

near the equatorial highlands (11, 19-21).

to several hundred kilometers wide and hun-

prevents small meteoroids from impacting

These structures vary in topographic form

dreds to thousands of kilometers in length.

the surface; the impact of such objects on

from broad rises (Beta, Bell, and Atla Re-

Ridge belts form in two distinctive patterns:

the moon has fragmented surface material

giones) to plateau-like features (Ovda and

parallel to subparallel networks and fans

and led to global regolith formation. The

Thetis Regiones). On the basis of their large

within lowlands (Lavinia and Atalanta Plan-

lack of water and thermal cycling on Venus

apparent depths of compensation of long-

itiae areas) and more nearly orthogonal pat-

severely limits chemical and physical weath-

wavelength relief (22) and detailed radar

terns adjacent or parallel to tessera blocks

ering and subsequent transport of surface

images of selected areas (19, 23), these rises

(Fig. ID) (32, 33). These features are char-

materials. Geological processes such as the

are thought to be sites of mantle upwelling

acterized by narrow ridges and arches and

formation of large impact craters, tectonic

and associated volcanism at a larger scale

generally rise up to several hundred meters

activity, and possibly pyroclastic volcanism

than at coronae, but their detailed mode of

above the surrounding plains. The cumula-

can provide local sources of sediment, and

formation and the relative contributions to

tive length of ridge belts mapped in the

eolian activity is capable of sediment trans-

topographic relief from thermal uplift, vol-

northern 25% of the planet is about 40,000

port (9), but the fraction of the surface that

canism, and igneous intrusion are not

km (32). Their similarity to mare ridges and

contains significant thicknesses of soil de-

known. In general, volcanism is widespread
and is probably linked to mantle upwelling

forms, and their spacing (34) have led many

Venus preserves a record of an early climate

of a variety of different scales and geome-

authors to conclude that most formed pre-

in which atmospheric mass or surface temperature were significantly different from the

tries, but its role in the overall formation and

dominantly by crustal shortening (15, 16,

evolution of the crust is not well understood.

32, 35). In an alternative view (36), ridge

posits appears to be small (10). Whether

present is an important question that data
from Magellan should answer.

Volcanism has been widespread on Venus; volcanic deposits form more than 70%

arches on the moon, their topographic

A variety of features interpreted to be of

belts have been interpreted to be of exten-

tectonic origin are known on Venus. Rift
zones 100 to 300 km wide, thousands of

pattern of ridges within them, their occa-

sional origin on the basis of the parallel

kilometers long, and up to 5 km in relief

sional occurrence in topographic lows, evi-

of the surface units mapped in the areas well

occur in many highland regions (21, 24, 25).

dence for split and separated features, and

imaged before the Magellan mission. Re-

The largest rifts are in the equatorial high-

their fan-like nature in Atalanta Planitia

gional plains units interpreted to be of vol-

lands and Beta-Phoebe Regiones (Fig. ID);

suggestive of crustal spreading. Imaging and

canic origin (11) on the basis of their region-

two prominent tectonic junctions occur at

topographic data from Magellan should per-

al topography and smoothness, associated
flows, and nearly ubiquitous small shields

Beta and Atla Regiones (24). The rift sys-

mit the determination of the sense and per-

tems in Beta Regio have been interpreted as

haps the magnitude of strain across ridge

(12) are the most abundant unit. Localized

sites of only limited extension (tens of

belts, the distribution of such regions of

centers of volcanism have produced edifices

kilometers or less) and may be analogous to

concentrated strain, and their relation to
global tectonic patterns.

spanning a large range in sizes (Fig. 1C).

intracontinental rift zones on Earth (25).

About 800 volcanoes between 20 and 100

The rift systems along the 17,000-km-long

In addition to the linear deformational

km in diameter have been mapped in the
25% of the surface imaged by Venera 15

portion of the equatorial highlands in Aphrodite Terra, in contrast, have been inter-

zones dominated by both extension (such as

and 16 (13), and approximately 50 shield

preted by some workers as marking a crustal

belts), there are more equidimensional re-

volcanoes, large calderas, and distinctive vol-

spreading center analogous to terrestrial

gions of intense deformation (16) known as

canic centers greater than 100 km in diameter have been mapped from Venera and

mid-ocean ridges (26, 27). Evidence cited in

tesserae, which occupy about 10 to 15% of
the area imaged by Venera 15 and 16 (Fig.
IE). Tesserae commonly are more elevated

rifts) and compression (such as mountain

surface (11, 14). No data are available, how-

favor of crustal spreading at Aphrodite includes bilateral symmetry in topography
about the axis of highland segments and the

ever, on the relative or absolute ages of these

presence of regional cross-strike discontinu-

than adjacent plains and are characterized by
at least two intersecting families of linear to

structures. Coronae (Fig. IC), circular to
oval structures 200 to 1000 km in diameter

ities in topography and radar reflectivity

arcuate deformational features. The patterns

oriented approximately orthogonal to the

can be relatively simple and orthogonal,

rise axis and showing some similarities to

similar to patterns on the Earth's sea floor

Arecibo images covering about 45% of the

with a generally elevated center and a narrow deformed annulus of concentric ridges
(15), have been interpreted as products of

(37), or they can be much more varied and

oceanic fracture zones (28).
In contrast to these extensional features,

complex (38). A number of formational and

local plume-like mantle upwelling on the

linear mountain belts in western Ishtar Terra

modificational processes have been pro-

basis of their general characteristics, their
approximately circular symmetry, and the

that have local relief of 3 to 6 km and a

posed to account for the elevated topogra-

cumulative length of about 4000 km have

phy and deformational patterns of tesserae

presence of volcanic sources and deposits in

been inferred to be sites of orogeny (29) and

(38) including crulstal divergence at a linear

their interiors (16, 17). Many coronae are

associated underthrusting and shortening

rise or local hot spot, convergence and crust-

clustered, as around Themis Regio and east

and thickening of the crust (30, 31). Out-

al thickening, gravitational relaxation, and

and west of Ishtar Terra (Fig. lC). Approx-

standing questions include the mechanism

gravity sliding. On the basis of their diver-

254
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sity and complexity, it is likely that tesserae

provided the only resolvable signature of

islands of older and more cratered terrain

result from a variety of processes. Data from

flexure, and other contributors to topo-

remained. Such a distribution does not ap-

Magellan will provide information on the

graphic relief may mimic flexure (49). The

pear to be the case for the part of Venus

style of deformation within individual

most likely case of flexure yet identified is

imaged by Venera 15 and 16 (52), but this

tesserae, the relation between deformation

where the lithosphere of the North Polar

question merits careful scrutiny with Magellan data. The second argument limiting vol-

and topographic slope, the spectrum of

Plains is interpreted as having underthrust

gravity signatures, and whether individual

Freyja Montes to the south (31); the flexural

canic flux (55) is based on the premise that

tessera terrains represent stages in a devel-

length scale indicates that the elastic litho-

opmental sequence.

sphere is 11 to 18 km thick, consistent with

volcanic replenishment of atmospheric SO2
is necessary to maintain the global H2SO4

Interior heat budget. The heat budget of

a thermal gradient of 15 to 25 K km-' and

clouds. From measured rates of reaction

Venus' interior governs the planetary thermal history, the dynamics of the mantle, and

a heat flow of 50 to 70 mW m-2 (50).

between SO2 and calcite (CaCO3) to form

Because the North Polar Plains stand at an

anhydrite (CaSO4), the required rate of

the mechanical properties of the lithosphere.

elevation near the modal value for the plan-

volcanism is about 1 km3 yr-'; this rate has

Cosmochemical considerations (39) and sur-

et, this range in heat flow is broadly consis-

an uncertainty of at least an order of mag-

face measurements of U, Th, and K (40, 41)

tent with the expectation that scaling global

nitude because of uncertainties in the aver-

suggest that radiogenic heat production in

heat loss from Earth is a reasonable assump-

age S abundance of Venusian magmas and

Venus is broadly similar to that in Earth.
The atmospheric abundance of 40Ar per

tion and that regions on Venus at an eleva-

in the dominant crustal sink for S02 (55).

tion near the modal value have heat flow

This line of reasoning has been challenged

planet mass is about one fourth to one third

near the global average. The Magellan mis-

(56), however, on the grounds that calcite is

that of Earth (42, 43). This lower amount

sion, through altimetry and high-resolution

not in equilibrium with the Venus atmo-

can be attributed to differences in the extent

images of flexurally induced tectonic fea-

sphere at any surface elevation and that the

or timing of outgassing or in the bulk K

tures in regions near lithospheric loads,

atmospheric S02 content is likely buffered

abundance. The nearly terrestrial values for

should permit the estimation of elastic litho-

by a reaction in which anhydrite is replaced

the K/U ratio in the crust (40, 41), however,

sphere thickness more widely on the planet.

by the pyroxene CaMg(Si03)2. Regardless

Lithospheric heat transport mecha-

of whether the S cycle on Venus provides a

outgassing have dominated (43), along with

nisms. Among the lithospheric heat trans-

useful constraint on volcanic flux, extrusive

some contribution from a lesser degree of

port mechanisms known to predominate on

magmatism at a rate of 2 km3 yr-' or less

fractionation of K into the crust and a

other planets and satellites, hot spot volcanism-also known as the heat pipe model

global heat loss (Fig. 2).

support the inference that differences in

significantly lower rate of crustal erosion

contributes negligibly (-1% or less) to

(51)-is the most straightforward to quan-

The role of plate recycling in the tectonic

If Venus loses heat at the same rate per

tify and to assess. If most of the heat were

evolution of Venus remains open, but the

mass as Earth, the mean heat flux would be

carried by magma rising rapidly from the
asthenosphere to near-surface regions, then
the conductive gradient throughout most of

contribution of creation and destruction of

than on Earth.

about 70 mW m-2 (3); the uncertainty is
perhaps 30% from possible differences in
the K abundance and in the fraction of heat
loss contributed by secular cooling of the
planet (39) and by possible nonmonotonic
variations in terrestrial heat loss (44). This
heat flux, if derived mostly from beneath the
crust, is sufficient to fuel vigorous mantle

the lithosphere could be small and the crust
Lithospheric conduction

and lithosphere could be thick, a situation
that would permit support of the strongly
correlated long-wavelength topography and
gravity (2, 6) by some combination of Airy
isostasy and lithospheric strength (51). Vol-

convection and is equivalent to an average

canic heat transport on Venus can account

conductive thermal gradient in the litho-

for the global heat loss, however, only if the
volumetric flux of magma to the surface is

sphere of 15 to 30 K km-', depending on

lithosphere to the present global heat loss

the crustal thickness and thermal conductiv-

about 200 km3 yr-1 (3, 51). Two separate

ity structure. On Earth the fractional heat
loss contributed by interior cooling may be

lines of argument have been advanced to

as high as 50% (45). That fraction may be
smaller for Venus if its interior has cooled

suggest that the actual volcanic flux is lower
than this value by at least two orders of
magnitude. First, the surface density of im-

Moon, Mercury

Venus

Earth

more than that of Earth, perhaps because of

pact craters imaged by Venera 15 and 16

Plate recycling Volcanic heat pipes

more efficient mantle convection induced by

(52), the probable upper limit on the crater

Fig. 2. Schematic ternary diagram showing the

the lower viscosity of its hotter lithosphere

production rate on Venus, and the assumption that impact cratering and volcanic resurfacing occur with equal probability over
the entire surface yield an upper bound on
the average volcanic flux of 2 km3 yr-' (53).
This bound is lowered by up to an order of
magnitude if many of the circular features of
uncertain origin within the area of Venera
15-16 coverage (52) are actually degraded

relative contributions of lithospheric heat transport mechanisms toward global heat loss on solid

or modified. impact structures (54). These

impact crater density (52) and topographic constraints on lithospheric recycling rates (26) is
indicated. Although lithospheric conduction appears to dominate heat loss on Venus, the heat
flow is likely to be anomalously high over regions
of mantle upwelling.

(46) or simply because it is a slightly smaller
planet and thus has less thermal inertia (47).
If so, then the average heat flux and lithospheric thermal gradients could be less than
the above values. We return to this question
below.

Although the prospects for direct measurement of surface heat flow on Venus are
remote, the thermal gradient may be inferred indirectly from the thickness of the

figures would not constitute bounds if vol-

elastic lithosphere estimated from the flex-

canic resurfacing were concentrated in local-

ural response to lithospheric loads (48).

ized areas controlled, say, by elevation or by

Before the Magellan mission, topography

mantie dynamic and thermal structure and if

12
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planets and satellites [after (3)]. Heat loss on

Earth occurs mostly along the mid-ocean ridges

by the processes of formation and cooling of
oceanic lithosphere. Hot spot volcanism, or volcanic heat pipes (51), contributes negligibly to
global heat loss on the moon, Mercury, Mars, and
Earth and constitutes a significant heat transport
mechanism only on Jupiter's moon lo. The range
of possible positions for Venus permitted by
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can, with a few simplifying assumptions, be

plate models to topographic profiles across

tional heating (such as the lunar highland

bounded. As noted above, the equatorial

Aphrodite Terra (59), then the rate of re-

crust); secondary, the result of partial melt-

highlands, marked by elevated topography,

moval of surface lithosphere at these moun-

ing of the mantle (such as the lunar maria

large free-air gravity anomalies, and numer-

tain belts would be only 0.04 to 0.2 km2

and the terrestrial oceanic crust); and tertia-

ous large-scale extensional and volcanic

yr-'. Another possibility is that significant

ry, formed by the reprocessing of secondary

structures (2, 5, 24), are thought to be

lithospheric shortening is occurring across

crustal material (such as terrestrial continen-

regions of crustal divergence. Whether they

the ridge belts of Venus. The ridge belts in

tal crust). Although Venus may have once

are more nearly analogous to continental

the northern 25% of the Venus surface have

had a primary crust, the comparatively

rifts as proposed for Beta Regio (25), oce-

a total length of about 4 x 104 km; if the

young age of the well-imaged parts of the

anic spreading centers as suggested for west-

remaining areas have a comparable density

surface (7) and the evidence that sampled

ern Aphrodite Terra (27), or a collection of

of such features, then an average conver-

surface rocks are basaltic in chemistry and
likely to be products of partial melting of the

individual hot spots as proposed for all of

gence rate in excess of 3 mm yr-1 would be

the equatorial highlands (57, 58), however,

required to match the upper bound on rate

mantle (41, 67) support the premise that

has not been clear, largely because the key

of lithosphere creation along the equatorial

little or none of any primary crust is present

highland region, Aphrodite Terra, is wholly

highlands. Whether the total strains accom-

at the Venus surface. Tertiary crustal mate-

outside the areas that have been well imaged

modated across ridge belts are sufficient to

rial requires the remelting of secondary

by Venera 15 and 16 and Earth-based radar.

account for such rates of shortening over the

crust, either by basal melting of a thick

Imaging of Aphrodite Terra and other equa-

time interval spanned by ridge belt deforma-

crustal column or by melting of crustal

torial highlands by Magellan should provide

tion is a question which should be address-

material recycled by subduction or founder-

key data to distinguish clearly among alter-

able with Magellan imaging and gravity data.

ing into the mantle (68).

native interpretations.

It is thus evident that most of the interior

The simplest hypothesis is that most of

Under the assumption that the equatorial

heat loss is transported conductively

the crust on Venus is secondary. Under this

highlands are analogues to oceanic spread-

through the Venus lithosphere. This infer-

hypothesis the average thickness and total

ing centers, local spreading rates inferred

ence permits an estimate of the average

volume of crust provide a basis for estimat-

from the fall-off of topography with distance

thickness of the thermal lithosphere on Ve-

ing a lower bound on the accumulated vol-

from the spreading axis are a few tens of

nus. For a mantle heat flux of 50 to 70 mW

ume of magma generated by partial melting

millimeters per year (26, 59). For a total

m -2, a temperature at the base of the ther-

of the Venus mantle. Several workers have

length of spreading center segments of

mal lithosphere about 100 K hotter than on

suggested, largely on theoretical grounds,

2 x 104 km the areal rate of creation of new

Earth (26, 60), and a lithospheric thermal

that the Venus crust may be as thick as 100

lithosphere has been estimated at about 0.7

conductivity of 4 W m-' K-' (61), the

kmi, limited by the depth of the basalt-

km2 yr-1 (26). This figure is probably an

thermal lithosphere on Venus is calculated

eclogite transition (69, 70). Such a thick

upper bound because some of the regions

to be 60 to 80 km thick, one half to two

crust would have profound effects on interi-

included in this estimate (such as Beta Re-

thirds the thickness of the thermal litho-

or dynamics. If the surface radioactivity at

gio) may not be centers of significant crustal

sphere in oceanic regions on Earth (62).

the Vega 1-2 and Venera 9-10 sites (41) is

spreading (25) and much of the variation in

Most likely the heat flux, lithospheric

representative of that in the underlying

topographic relief across Aphrodite is not

thermal gradient, and effective lithosphere

crustal column, then the heat produced in

well fit by a simple thermal boundary layer
model (59). The rate of creation of new

thickness vary significantly on Venus. Such

the crust would provide half of the mean

spatial variations should be strongly linked

heat flux (Fig. 3). Most of such a thick crust

lithosphere may be converted to equivalent
heat loss if the heat flux attributed to plate

to patterns of mantle convection. Regions of

would be at high temperature and thus easily

postulated mantle upwelling, such as broad

deformable and convectively unstable (47,

spreading is equated to the difference be-

volcanic rises or coronae, should be areas of

70). Whether such a thick crust with more

tween the heat flow at the surface and that at

enhanced conductive heat flux and thinned

than half the planetary K content is consistent

the base of the plate (8) and the lithosphere

lithosphere (58) whereas regions of mantle

with the low atmospheric 40Ar abundance

on Venus more distant than about 2000 km

downwelling may be areas of significantly

(42, 43), however, is questionable.

from spreading centers is assumed to have

reduced heat flux. Regions of upwelling and

reached thermal steady state (26). The con-

downwelling may have diagnostic signa-

Venus crust in plains regions at elevations

tribution of this rate of lithosphere forma-

tures in long-wavelength topography and

near the planetary mode is typically only 10

tion to global heat loss (Fig. 2) is then less

gravity (57, 63), although variations in

to 30 km thick. First, the measured depths

than about 15% (26). A similar figure can be

crustal thickness and other mechanisms for

of Venus impact craters are permissive of

derived as an upper bound on the rate of

supporting topographic relief likely compli-

little viscous relaxation of topographic relief

resurfacing by plate recycling from the den-

cate simple relations between elevation and

over the lifetimes of the craters, a result that

sity of impact craters on the well-imaged

heat flow. Evidence should be sought in the

requires a layer comparable in strength to

parts of the planet (53).

Magellan data for such evidence of lateral

the mantle at depths of 10 to 20 km or

variations in heat flux as differences in vol-

shallower (65). Second, a number of tecton-

Although sites of horizontal convergence

Two lines of evidence suggest that the

and underthrusting have been identified (29,

canic flux, flexural wavelength variations

ic structures on Venus display two charac-

31), whether these and other sites accommo-

(50), differences in predominant tectonic

teristic width or spacing scales, one at 10 to

date 0.7 km2 yr- I of lithospheric removal is

wavelengths (64), or variations in the degree

20 km and one at 100 to 300 km. The most

not known. The four known major moun-

of relaxation of topographic features (65).

plausible interpretation of this observation

tain belts on Venus, those surrounding Lak-

Crustal formational processes. The for-

is that the two scales are controlled by the
thickness of a strong upper crust and the

1000 km in length. Even if these mountain

mation and evolution of the Venus crust are
closely tied to the thermal and dynamical

belts were the sites of ongoing convergence

evolution of the interior. Planetary crustal

mantle layer, and there is quantitative agree-

at rates of 10 to 40 mm yr'1, the range of

material can be divided into three broad

ment with the observed scales if the crustal

half rates obtained from the fit of spreading

categories (66): primary, the result of accre-

thickness in plains regions is generally less

shmi Planum in Ishtar Terra, are each about

256
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Fig. 4. Thickness of melt layer generated by 30 i
0.5

pressure-release melting of the mantle [after (74,

75)]. The potential temperature of the sublitho- 0.4

spheric mantle is the temperature it would have if L = 70 km

brought to the surface adiabatically without melt-

ing. The curves are distinguished by the assumed E 20- 30
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thinner than the thermal lithosphere, for instance,
as defined by the plate model for oceanic heat flow 1
and bathymetry on Earth (62). A value of L near

70 km is probably appropriate for Venus. The 1400 1500 1600 1700

flattening of the curves for L = 70 km at potential Potential temperature (K)

temperatures above about 1750 K is because the

Fig. 3. Contribution of crustal radioactivity to
surface heat flow (qrad) as a function of crustal
thickness. The crustal abundances of U, Th, and

mantle beneath the mechanical boundary layer is molten even without lithospheric stretching.

K are taken to be the averages of measured
abundances at the Venera 9-10 and Vega 1-2

interior convective flow (74). The volcanic
flux has not yet been determined directly

landing sites (41) and are assumed to be uniform
with depth. The average surface heat flow qto is

from observations of the volumes of volcan-

taken to be 74 mW m-2, obtained from the

ic units on Venus, but as noted above the

assumption that Venus and Earth lose heat at the
same rate per planet mass.

density of large impact craters clearly iden-

tified on the well-imaged parts of Venus
indicate that the average global volcanic flux

than about 30 km (64, 71). Correlations of
tectonic style with elevation in Ishtar Terra

(30) suggest that crustal thicknesses in the
tessera terrain and mountain belts may exceed that in plains regions by several tens of
kilometers. Such thickened crust may provide the only environments in which production of tertiary crust by basal melting or
recycling of lower crust by conversion to a
dense eclogitic assemblage capable of sinking into the mantle are possible at present on

Venus (68). Much additional data on both
impact crater depths and characteristic tec-

must have been less than about 2 km3 yr-l
over the past few hundred million years
(53), a rate equivalent to a mean addition of
4-km crustal thickness per 109 years. If the
ratio by volume of intrusive to extrusive

boundary layer that is the source for mantle

plumes. Parameterized convection calculations of the thermal history of Venus, if all

relevant parameters except planet size and
surface temperature are assumed to be the
same as for Earth and if the atmospheric
greenhouse runaway occurred early in Venus history, lead to the prediction that the
characteristic temperature of Venus' mantle
is about 100 K hotter than Earth's mantle,
because the effect of the higher surface tem-

perature at slowing heat loss is greater than

material is as high as 5 to 10, as it is on Earth

the effect of smaller planet size at accelerat-

(73), then this volcanic flux could generate
the entire crustal volume on Venus in 109

ing interior cooling (60). With such a higher

years or less. This flux is only an upper
bound, and inclusion of additional circular
features of uncertain origin (52) in the pop-

ulation of impact craters would lower this
bound by an order of magnitude (54). Fur-

characteristic temperature, melt formation
at crustal spreading centers would produce a
crust about 15 km thick (Fig. 4), or twice as
thick as present oceanic crust on Earth (74,
77). Even thicker crust could be produced
over areas spanning the heads of transient
high-temperature plumes (Fig. 4); the volume of melt produced will depend on the
excess temperature of the plume and the
amount of extension in the overlying litho-

tonic scales will be provided by Magellan.
For an average crustal thickness of 10 to
20 km in plains regions, the global distribution of elevations and simple isostatic considerations indicate that the total crustal

thermore, the ratio of intrusive to extrusive
volumes is a function of the contrasts in

volume on Venus is 1010 km3 (65). This

nus would likely be of greater density and at

more parameters in a thermal history calcu-

value is comparable to the present volume of
crust on Earth and is about one order of

higher temperature than terrestrial continental crust, which should favor a lesser

magnitude less than the time-integrated vol-

ratio of intrusive to extrusive material than

lation, however, can have a large effect on
the predicted interior temperature (60). As
noted above, a reduced lithospheric viscosity

ume of secondary crust produced over all of
Earth's history. If little or no crust has been

recycled into the mantle on Venus, then
average crustal production rates on Venus
must be much lower than on Earth. If, on
the other hand, crustal production rates
have been comparable on the two planets,
then some type of crustal recycling must
have occurred on Venus in the geologic past

(65, 72).

These alternatives can be evaluated if an

estimate can be made of the rate of addition

of new material to the crust. Two routes to

such an estimate can be envisioned: (i)
determining the volcanic flux and adding a
correction to account for magmatic intrusion (73), or (ii) estimating melt production
from thermal and dynamical models for

both density and temperature between ascending magma and surrounding crustal
rock; a dominantly secondary crust on Ve-

the highest values on Earth (73). Thus the
impact crater density is permissive of slow
crustal growth and little or no recycling of
crust back into the Venus mantle. Direct

sphere (74, 78). Small changes in one or

on Venus may have led to more efficient heat
loss and a Venus mantle now cooler than

Earth's mantle (46). Furthermore, our ignorance of the relative volatile contents of the

estimation of rates of volcanism from Ma-

mantles of Venus and Earth and of the

gellan images should sharpen this constraint
considerably.

relation between rheology and the abun-

Thermal and dynamical convection models that explicitly include melt production
and transport have recently been developed
for spreading centers and transient plumes
(74-76). Prediction of melt production rates
on Venus from these models, however, requires several assumptions, such as the characteristic temperature and bulk composition
of the Venus mantle, the rates of horizontal
divergence of the lithosphere over centers of
upwelling, and the depth and nature of the

dances of mantle volatiles is permissive of a
wide range of differences in present mantle

temperatures on the two bodies (79). Of
potential significance to this issue are the
much greater abundances of nonradiogenic
rare gases in the Venus atmosphere than on
Earth (42, 43); this difference is plausibly
attributed to a greater overall inventory of
volatiles on Venus than on Earth-includ-

ing interior water-at the close of planetary
accretion (80).

Observations from Magellan of the vol-
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umes of volcanic materials in various tecton-

to be quite sensitive to such model assump-

mantle upwelling, then multiple scales of

ic settings will provide crucial constraints on

tions as choice of Rayleigh number and

mantle convection are indicated, and a phys-

key parameters of models of interior temper-

viscosity structure. Localized centers of
mantle upwelling are likely to be character-

ical explanation for the different morphologies of the two classes of features must be

ature and volatile content. A global determi-

nation of the average age of the surface and

ized by broad topographic rises and geoid

found. A complementary problem is the

estimation of variations in area with age are

highs (86), uplift and extension of the litho-

fimdamental to the assessment of the vol-

sphere, and consequent pressure-release

location of sites of mantle downwelling.
Theoretical models of mantle convection

ume of volcanic deposits as a function of

melting and surface volcanism (74, 75).

suggest that downwelling should occur in

time. In addition, the documentation of

Plumes arising from instability of the bot-

sheets or cylinders (84, 85), and some workers have suggested that much of the down-

volcanic styles and their association with

tom boundary layer to upper mantle convec-

tectonic deformation should lead to a better

tion are likely to be transient features on

welling is localized beneath the lowland

understanding of the ratio of intrusion to

geological time scales (74, 87), so that a

planitiae (34, 78). The lowlands are also sites
of pervasive plains volcanism (11, 33), how-

extrusion and of the role and volumetric

sequence of events associated with an indi-

significance of mechanisms of local and regional crustal growth. Finally, a critical as-

vidual plume on Venus can be anticipated,

ever, which would not be expected over

including initial uplift, voluminous igneous

regions of convective downwelling and low-

sessment of the occurrence of crustal spread-

activity, and collapse and relaxation during

er than average upper mantle temperatures.

ing and associated crustal recycling should

the waning of plume-delivered heat and

Clearly measurements by Magellan of global

be possible. from Magellan data.

magma (78, 88). Because of the probable

topography and gravity and delineation of

strong coupling of mantle convective stress-

large-scale patterns of volcanism and tecton-

es to the lithosphere, mantle flow patterns
should have predictable associated patterns
of surface deformation (81, 83). Such diagnostic patterns may be difficult to discern,
however, because thin-skinned deformation
enabled by a ductile lower crust may in some
situations dominate the observable tectonic
features (89).
Long-wavelength topography and geoid
anomalies on Venus are characterized by a
number of broad highs such as might be
produced by 10 to 20 distinct centers of
approximately cylindrical upwelling (6, 63),
although specification of the geoid is currently limited by the uneven resolution of
gravity information with latitude and the
necessary truncation of harmonic representations. A number of these highs correspond
to broad rises, several thousand kilometers
across, that have been identified from radar
imaging as centers of volcanism and tectonic
activity (19, 21, 23, 25), as would be consistent with sites of active mantle upwelling.

ics and their temporal relations will provide

Scales of mantle dynamics. A major
challenge in unraveling the evolution of

Venus is to understand the interaction between mantle convection and the lithosphere. The strong correlation between

long-wavelength gravity and topography
and the large (100 to 400 km) apparent
depths of compensation of relief for many
upland regions (22) suggest that these long-

wavelength variations are signatures of mantle dynamics (2, 6). Furthermore, the large
apparent depths of compensation and considerations of probable lithosphere thickness
on Venus point to the absence of a lowviscosity zone beneath the lithosphere (63,
81), in contrast to the viscosity structure in

oceanic regions on Earth (82). The lack of a
low-viscosity zone, possibly a result of the
dehydration of the upper mantle of Venus
(80), allows mantle dynamic stresses to couple strongly to the overlying lithosphere and
can thus contribute significantly to surface

topography and tectonic deformation (81,
83).

These considerations raise the question as

to whether the geometry of upper-mantle
convection on Venus may be discerned directly from measurements of topography

and gravity and observations of lithospheric
deformation and igneous activity. In numerical models of three-dimensional convection

in constant-viscosity spherical shells with

Rayleigh numbers at about 100 times the
critical value, convective upwelling occurs
dominantly in the form of cylindrical
plumes, and the number and characteristic
spacing of plumes are functions of the relative amounts of basal and internal heating
(84). With parameters appropriate to the
Venus mantle and with 20% of the heating
supplied from below, a value consistent with
the heat flux from the core given by param-

eterized convection models of Venus thermal evolution (60), such calculations indicate that about 20 plumes are active at any
one time (85), although this result is likely
258

Many of the details required to associate
particular regions on Venus with mantle
flow patterns, however, remain to be
worked out. For instance, there is not currently agreement as to whether the volcanic
plateau Lakshmi Planum in Ishtar Terra
(Fig. 1) is located over a region of mantle
downwelling, as might be suggested by the
large-scale convergence implied by the formation of the bounding mountain belts
(90), or over a region of mantle upwelling,
as might be suggested by the pervasive
volcanism (91) and aspects of the longwavelength gravity anomaly (92). As discussed above, coronae have also been suggested as sites of mantle upwelling (16, 17),
although coronae have lesser characteristic
dimensions (200 to 1000 km) and are greater in number than the broad highland rises,
and coronae do not have a discernible gravity anomaly at present resolution. If both
broad rises and coronae are products of

SCIENCE,

important new information for understanding these issues. It is likely that new models
linking magmatism and surface deformation

to patterns of interior flow will also be
needed.

Two scenarios for global tectonics. On
the basis of the above discussion, we offer

two simple scenarios for the internal thermal
structure of Venus and for the consequent
global patterns of volcanism and tectonics:
In the Earth-scaled mantle scenario, the

global heat flux and the characteristic mantle
temperature have values appropriate to scal-

ing from those quantities on Earth. The

average heat flux is about 70 mW m-2 (3)
and the characteristic upper mantle temperature is about 100 K hotter than that on

Earth (26, 60), or about 1650 to 1700 K

(62, 74). Volcanism and lithospheric recycling play at most modest roles in lithospheric heat transport (Fig. 2), and heat
generation in typical crust 10 to 30 km in

thickness (64, 65, 71) and with radioactive
element abundances appropriate to basaltic

material (40, 41, 67) contributes only about
10% to the global heat loss (Fig. 3). Thus

on average about 50 to 60 mW m-2 of
mantle heat flux is transported conductively

through the Venus lithosphere, and typical
thermal gradients are perhaps 10 to 15 K

km-' in the lithospheric mantle (61) and,
because of its lower thermal conductivity

(93), perhaps 20 to 25 K km-' in the crust.
Heat flux and thermal gradients would be
expected to display strong regional variations. Because of the comparatively high
mantle temperature, significant volumes of
melt would be expected to be produced at
crustal spreading centers or over mantle
plumes at which some lithospheric extension
is occurring (Fig. 4). Because of the generally high thermal gradients in the crust, the
lower crust should be weak, particulatly in
elevated regions with crustal thicknesses
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greater than the 10 to 20 km typical for

nus to have both a lesser characteristic man-

bution of specific types of features, their

plains regions; therefore, thin-skinned tec-

tle temperature and a lesser rate of cooling at

ages, and their modes of origin is required,

tonics should be evident in such elevated

present its interior must have cooled faster

however, before a comprehensive view of

regions (89). This scenario thus has two

than that of Earth; a quantitative explana-

the geological evolution of Venus can be

difficulties, although neither is necessarily

tion for such a more rapid cooling has yet to

made. Estimates of volcanic flux, lithospher-

fatal. A large magmatic flux may be at

variance with the surface density of impact

be developed. Alternatively, if the size of the
largest colliding planetesimal during the ac-

rates, and their regional variations as well as

ic thermal gradients, lithospheric strain

craters, as discussed above, although quan-

cretion of Venus was significantly less than

improved measurements of global topogra-

tification of this statement requires assump-

that for Earth-a proposed explanation of

phy and gravity are needed to test and to

tions about the lengths and divergence rates

the much greater abundance of nonradio-

sharpen hypotheses on the interior heat

of crustal spreading centers and about the

genic rare gases on Venus and the absence of

budget and thermal structure, the mechani-

numbers and characteristic temperatures of,

a large satellite comparable to Earth's moon

cal structure of the lithosphere, and the

and lithospheric extension rates over, major

characteristics of mantle convection. Data

mantle plumes. The support of significant

(80)-Venus may have been left with significantly cooler internal temperatures than

short- to intermediate-wavelength topo-

Earth at the terminal phase of accretion.

our understanding in all of these areas.

graphic relief and implied thicker crust,

Most convective thermal history calculations

most notably in the mountain belts of Ishtar

suggest that the present internal tempera-

Terra, is made difficult by the high thermal

ture is largely insensitive to characteristic

gradients expected for this scenario, even for

mantle thermal state (39), but a modest

models in which a dynamic component of

difference in internal temperatures and cool-

support is included. This difficulty might be

ing rates between the two bodies may none-

obviated if such features are in regions of

theless have persisted.

anomalously low heat flow or if the flow
laws obtained for crustal materials in terres-

from Magellan should significantly advance
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Conclusions. At the outset of the Magellan mission it is already clear that Venus
shares many tectonic and volcanic characteristics with both Earth and the smaller terrestrial planetary bodies. Structures such as
ridge belts and rift zones on Venus are at
least qualitatively similar to features observed on Mars, Mercury, and the moon, as
well as Earth. Linear mountain belts occur
only on Venus and Earth. Venus also displays some structures not seen elsewhere,
such as coronae and tessera, although these
features are thought to be products of such

also less than in the Earth-scaled mantle
scenario, not because heat production is

significantly less but rather because secular

cooling of the mantle, about 100 K per 109
years on Earth (39), contributes less to the
present heat loss (46, 47). The fraction of
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Magellan: Radar Performance and Data Products
GoRDON H. PETTENGILL, PETER G. FORD, WILLIAM T. K. JOHNSON,
R. KEITH RANEY, LAURENCE A. SODERBLOM
The Magellan Venus orbiter carries only one scientific instrument: a 12.6-centimeterwavelength radar system shared among three data-taking modes. The synthetic-

aperture mode images radar echoes from the Venus surface at a resolution of between
120 and 300 meters, depending on spacecraft altitude. In the altimetric mode, relative
height measurement accuracies may approach 5 meters, depending on the terrain's
roughness, although orbital uncertainties place a floor of about 50 meters on the
absolute uncertainty. In areas of extremely rough topography, accuracy is limited by

the inherent line-of-sight radar resolution of about 88 meters. The maximum elevation
observed to date, corresponding to a planetary radius of 6062 kilometers, lies within
Maxwell Mons. When used as a thermal emission radiometer, the system can
determine surface emissivities to an absolute accuracy of about 0.02. Mosaicked and
archival digital data products will be released in compact disk (CDROM) format.

MjAAGELLAN'S RADIO AND RADAR

reflects the mission's scientific objectives,

observations of Venus involve

which include the imaging of more than

LYE. three distinct modes of operation:

70% of the surface of Venus at a resolution

(i) side-looking synthetic aperture (SAR)

of better than 360 m and a determination of

imaging, (ii) nadir-directed altimetry, and

a corresponding part of the planet's topog-

(iii) thermal emission radiometry. The ob-

raphy with a height resolution commensu-

servations are carried out with a common

rate with the imaging waveform. The radar

radar instrument comprising eight units that

system as implemented can image about

are completely duplicated onboard to pro-

90% of the surface during the first 8 months

vide double-string operational redundancy.

of the mission, and more than half of that is

(As of the end of December 1990, there

at a resolution of better than 130 m. It

have been no failures in the radar, and all

should eventually be able to map the entire

units are still drawn only from the prime

planetary surface, using data obtained in

system.) The performance of the radar in

additional mapping cycles extending beyond

each of these time-shared modes is detailed

the first 8 months of operation.

in separate sections below.

The transmitter, receiver, waveform gen-

The design of the Magellan radar system

erator, and timing systems (Table 1) are

shared among the three operating modes. In
G. H. Pettengill and P. G. Ford, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139.
W. T. K. Johnson, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109.

R. Keith Raney, Canada Centre for Remote Sensing,
Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0Y7, Canada.
L. A. Soderblom, U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, AZ
86001.

SCIENCE,

the two radar modes, the transmitter employs a pulse consisting of 60 elements of a

biphase code that has been carefully chosen
to minimize time-delay sidelobes. By the use

of an amplitude-tapered decoding (compression) sequence, the point-spread func-

VOL.
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